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Abstract: During the global recession of 2008, ING Group took bailout of 10 billion euro from Dutch Government and was ordered to restructure 

ING Group by selling out its Insurance and Investment business by European Commission, this mini case study aims to explain re-structuring of 

ING in the context of adaptive cycle of resilience. 
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1. Introduction: ING Group was formed by merging 

Dutch Bank (Post Bank) and Dutch Insurance 

Company (Nationale Nederlanden) in 1991, each of 

which was century old companies. After ING Group 

was founded, around 17 banking, investment and 

insurance companies were merged under this group 

during 1994-2004 (source Wikipedia) which also 

made ING Group world giant in the banking and 

financial segment of industry.  

 

But during financial crisis of 2008 company took a 

bailout of 10 billion euros from Dutch Government to 

come out of crisis and was ordered by European 

Commission to sell out its Insurance & Investment 

Management business. 

 

Company’s CEO during the year of 2008-09 Jan 

Hommen has presented a plan to European 

Commission about re-structuring of ING Group 

where “Back to Basics” strategy was announced for 

divestments in Insurance and Investment companies 

under the group.  

 

In next paragraph and different section of this 

document, we will analyze ING Strategy “Back to 

Basics” in context of Adaptive Cycle of Resilience.  

  

2. Analysis of situation: In context of Adaptive 

Cycle of Resilience one could argue to dedicate 

period between 1994-2004 as phase of exploitation 

(Fig-1, QIII) where the choices of adding new 

business lines through acquisition were made by ING 

Group management & period between 2004-2008 can 

be considered as Conservation (from business to 

equilibrium, fig-1 Q IV to Q I) where no new 

acquisition were made and focus was mainly on to 

integrate acquired business in main stream to become 

successful. This was a period when ING shares were 

touching all time high mark (source NASDAQ). 

 

 
Fig.1 - The Adaptive Cycle 

 

 

3. The Change: In 2009, Back to Basics strategy was 

announced with future roadmap of disentanglement 

between bank and Insurance / Investment 

management. A program was launched named as 

Readiness which aimed for standalone future of ING 

Bank separated from Insurance/Investment 

Management. There were several projects running 

under the program aiming to achieve 1 common 

objective of disentangling ING Bank from Insurance 

/ Investment Management entities. During 2009 to 
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2014 ING Group made phenomenal progress to 

achieve readiness objective where Asian, American, 

European Insurance / Investment Management 

entities running under ING Group were either sold 

out or went for IPO as Standalone Companies.  

 

The restructuring part is not complete yet, ING group 

still holds majority of stake in its companies which 

need to be divested as part of plan by 2016.  

 

The Change situation described in section 3 is highly 

comparable to adaptive cycle described below. In 

2009, ING Group was forced to a crisis situation 

where the company had to disentangle Insurance and 

Investment management business to sell out. At the 

same time it had to define standalone future for Bank 

to in-cash on its basic business model with changing 

need of society and demand of market.  

 

 
Fig 2 – Release and reorganization 

 

 2009 onwards, complete restructuring strategy of 

divestments and creating standalone future by selling 

its Insurance and Investment management limbs of 

ING Group, can be compared to crisis situation (Fig 

3) as described in adaptive cycle where companies 

are forced to think about new combinations to revive 

its future.  

 

 
Fig 3 - Dynamics in Organization 

“Crisis” to “new combination” is considered as 

reorganization and from “new combinations” to 

“entrepreneurship” is termed as exploitation in 

adaptive cycle. We can see resemblance with 

reorganization in the disentanglement of companies 

under ING Group and exploitation in finding out new 

buyers in market to sell out its disentangled business 

units.   

 

3. Results: Even after going through enormous 

changes and cutting off many limbs, ING Group 

today still stand strong and holds 49
th

 position in 

Fortune 500 (year 2014) global list. Below data 

reference is taken from NASDAQ Index to give an 

idea how market responded to ING Group 

restructuring from crisis of 2008 till date.  

 

 
Fig 4 - ING Group Share Index (10 year data) 

 

4. Conclusion: In context of adaptive cycle of 

change one could argue the period of 2004-2008, If 

ING Group could have tried foreseeing upcoming 

future crisis then perhaps bailout of 10billion Euro 

situation would have been avoided but it’s also 

equally debatable topic whether one can see 

upcoming crisis? However case of ING Group fits in 

Adaptive Cycle of Change very well where complete 

era of acquisition to disentanglement shows 

resemblance of each cycle of change whether it is 

equilibrium to crisis, exploitation or conservation.  
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